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The timetable (today)



The timetable (tomorrow)
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What is missing?

1. My contribution on 
𝐽/𝜓 → 𝐾&𝐾'via 𝜓	(2S) → 𝜋&𝜋'𝐽/𝜓 w/o PID 
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My plan

♡ I am working on normalized visible energy (evis) fit.
♡ Problems with the dimuon component fitting,

♡ Next weeks I will try to use the official Inclusive MC 
selecting di-muon with MCTruth and use it in spite 

of exclusive MC to model Mcshape.

♡ Evis fitting is good on signal component.

♡ Dimuon shows an asymmetric shape. CrystalBall doesn’t 
work better.

♡ Systematics largely improved.

♡ Then I can go again to P&S and afterwards to RC
Miro



What is missing?

1. My contribution 𝐽/𝜓 → 𝐾&𝐾'via 𝜓	(2S) → 𝜋&𝜋'𝐽/𝜓
w/o PID 

2. Pentaquark searches in Λc →	p	φ π0 (Giulio)
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Move soon to RC stage, to state the ownership 
of the analysis, waiting for the new data, 

as convenor suggested

Giulio’s Plan
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What is missing?

1. My contribution on 𝐽/𝜓 → 𝐾&𝐾'via 𝜓	(2S)→ 𝜋&𝜋'𝐽/𝜓
w/o PID 

2. Pentaquark searches in Λc →	p	φ π0 (Giulio)

3. J/ψ->pp   (Marco)
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Ø Review committee is changedà New referee
is Jifeng Hu to replace Dexu(Yadi).
Ø Marco answered to Guanshun questions 
(Thu, 24 Oct 2019 12:37:31 +0800)
Ø Next stepà Marco would update the memo
withour/RC suggestions
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Risposta a	guabngshung



MAYBE	Marco	can	underline	 the	agreement	@	3.00	GeV





Review committee is changedà New referee
is Jifeng Hu to replace Dexu(Yadi).
Ø Marco answered to Guanshun questions 
(Thu, 24 Oct 2019 12:37:31 +0800)
Ø Next stepà Marco would update the memo
withour/RC suggestions



NEW working group formed (stated in CM) because of the 
suggestion of Fabrizio.

It is intendied toimprove BESIII computing.
Fabrizio is a member.
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From	Wolfgang	 closeout	@IHEP
Last	P&S	Workshop



Status of the publications

238 papers in 10 years. Roughly 30/40 papers per year since 2015

Already 99 talks assigned for 2019 (still missing PIC2019). 
10% performed by italian collaborators



CIF takes place quite regularly once a month

Collaborative tools forseen at the very beginning 
on the way (Hopefully !!)
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Thank you for your
attention!!!!


